
Date Time Stamp Topic

8/19/13 (1) 1:44
3:05

Very ill people; many have been misdirected.
5:02

Fear factor around health.
Required to put fear words on labels to make people afraid of
taking supplements.

8:02 14-15 hours of Dr. Carolyn's day, sitting at the computer, 
taking in the information exchange for these hours
Call into the radio show first and have the dialogue.

11:02 People feel better talking to Dr. Carolyn
12:19 Psychic - spirits jumping in his body all the time

Old spirits…
Not a psychic show; we're a health show

14:45 On Drops over 2 1/2 years.
Joined tennis league, although, I haven't played in 14 years.
Went to do a drill to see where I placed in the league.
Strokes were great; hit the sweet spot; foot work is great; great
hand/eye  coordination
Couldn't believe how I played. Rated 3.0. Before only rated 2.0.

17:30 Improving reading and intelligence
Understanding more of the theses he's reading
Not distracted by conventions; in the moment

20:02
Aging and staying young

Listen to your  body.
Fastest path to my joy is to be lubricated.
Cream form that I take. That's fine with me.
When I had a sense it was too much, I used less.

21:30
Cortisol levels charge in - take more magnesium when this
wakes you up about 3ish.
Get up and do something and then go back to sleep.
Testosterone is too much. Intuitively backed up. Less bloating.
Lethargic in the afternoons. Cut down and works better.

23:31 Testosterone - magnesium levels are associated with testosterone
and insulin growth factor.
Magnesium supports your testosterone.

24:52
People call and come in to hear Dr. Carolyn's voice.
Michael took lung test for work, where he makes custom
cabinetry at work. Had emphysema last year.
Wouldn't believe he was a cigarette smoker. 
Outlandishly positive tests.
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Sea Salt Catalyst in ReMag

Only change is iON and completement products.

Bioidentical hormone replacement therapy

Dr. Carolyn takes less bioidenticals.

Completement products - no hot flashes

I'm grateful for the Radio Free iON.



Sometimes even takes mask off when he works. 
Three friends asked about the RNA Drops.
All of you guys do such a good job of picking your words so
perfectly.
You can't worry about getting other people to take them.
Labyrinth on farm; not upset about having to postpone
wedding.
Monitoring myself. Get to choose how to express our emotions.

works and the less emotional upheaval there is.
Mother drained bank account. Didn't really hurt me.
That sabotaged the wedding. Never had the freedom of
emotion before.

my life. Feel real focused and grounded
Interpreting lethargy as grounded or being in the moment.
Less engaged.
An observer of my experience.
Relax and allow - the allow is to think - you are thinking
New to you - how do you interpret it - you can detach from
Interpreting lethargy.

36:56
RNA Drops is to put under tongue a few minutes away from
anything else.

Take them when you want to. Don’t get too strict about it.
Friend in menopause - hot flashes - sweating profusely

Food Grade B and C like Grown by Nature

Get your Magnesium RBC test. Optimum level of 6.0-6.5.
That guides you on how much magnesium to take.

sleep.

Not taking enough and not long enough.
These are not drugs that are going to hit you over the head.
Substances that complete what is going on in your body to pull
you into a state of balance.
That's a maintenance dose not therapeutic.

If you are severely depleted, you need more until you are
saturated.
Chronic constipation - cleanses, fiber, magnesium citrate
I've been asking what it is I need to let go of.
Total Biology -  inability to reject something. Something you
don't want to let go of. Incomplete grief.

Since I'm on the Drops and Completements, the better my  mind

ReAline - lethargy on ReAline; never experienced down time in

New ReAline formula with methylated Bs will help.
What is the best way to take RNA Drops and ReAline.

ReAline supports the Drops. The body will figure it out.

Would ReMag help her?

If you are concerned about sleep, ReMag.

RNA Drops, ReMag, and ReLyte. Wake up frequently. No deep

Drops of RNA - 5:00 p.m.

Take more ReMag until you are balanced out.



It's time to say goodbye for grief
Know that you are fine and all is well.

46:00 The drops are not a drug. It's a food that repairs your body.
Most commonly used drugs have a fluoride molecule to give
you a feeling of something happening.

47:22 Finally got the magnesium RBC blood test.
Rachel had level of 7.5.
she gets 1/4 tsp 2-3 times a day in addition to other 
magnesium oxide and something else that had

200-300 mg a day of magnesium oxide
4.2-6.8 - her level appears high
My level was 5.7.
I tend not to trust Rachel's test. If she's not having the runs,
she can't be overloaded. It doesn't make sense.
We usually deal with constipation issue.
You are in the okay range. Rachel's is high.
Could this be an effect of RNA Drops.
If you can't figure it out and it's not an obvious 
problem, you don't worry about.
There's a mutation factor that no one knows about.
We don't know everything that is going to happen with the
Drops.
Never had anyone with high RBC Magnesium level.

Gave it to her topically - on feet in belly button.
Next time you do the test, don't give her any magnesium.

Should I proceed as I have been or should I reduce them?
Or get another blood test?
Redo the test when you can and not give her magnesium on
the test day.

53:45 I thought this was a testimony
Over the norm. Real good level could be higher now.
Range taking from lab population. Population is sick and range
is too low.
Maybe her cells are grabbing and holding on to the magnesium.
Perhaps Chris you might want to balance out the other 

aspartate in it.

Did she had ReMag before the test? I am sure I did.

If something was coming up, iON would tell us.

minerals. ReLyte might be another place to move to.
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